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THE ILLUMINATI CONSPIRACY

(Continued) (1976 Reading )

EDITOR'S NOTE : Because of the urgency that more entities become aware of the situatio n
of the Illuminati conspiracy, we are reprinting some of the earlier readings so tha t
our many new C .A .C . members might understand more clearly the origin acid cosmic signif -
icance of this ancient drama, whose final act is about to be staged upon this plan e
unless we all do something about it, immediately .

QUESTION : Awareness, some of the groups communicating with A,W,'s USA Communication s
have suddenly become upset with Cosmic Awareness messages that have warned of attempt s
and conspiracies to set up a world dictatorship anl .bring about that computer control.
by the bankers which Awareness calls the "Mark of the Beast Movement", 'Where was on e
particular message in which Awareness mentioned the names of the Rockefellers and th e
Rothschi.lds and their banking systems as being key members of this conspiracy agains t
the people of the earth . Some of the groups feel this kind of information is mor e
political than spiritual and should be withheld . Would Awareness comment on this ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that wherein the spiritual life is being threatened, wherei n
life itself is being threatened with extinction upon this plane, wherein thousand s
already are threatened with death and suffering from plutonium poisoning and radiatio n
which has escaped from improper deeds and storing in Fort Knox, and which tragedie s
will be attributed to swine flu in an effort to cover up the misdeeds that led to th e
plutonium storage and leakage, wherein souls of encities are being captured and tormente d
and threatened with degradation and slavery in servitude to the Beast, wherein force s
are in control upon this plane which manipulate not only the economies, the physica l
health, the emotional health and the mental. health of entities through programs tha t
are designed to create nations of zombie slaves of the greater percentage of humanity ,
wherein this kind of energy is at work, the situation moves beyond political concern ; ;
into spiritual urgencies, and the fact that certain parts of those forces have gaine d
an amount of control in political levels does not have anything to do with null-Eyin g
the sp`i:ri.tual, reality of what is happening on this plane .

This Awareness indicates It does not take sides in any dispute, for all entitie s
are part of the body of this Awareness ; all souls are cells within this Universe, an d
this Awareness recognizes all crime, regardless of the magnitude of the crime, as bein g
but a type of illness . This Awareness would heal the afflicted parts of Its body, and
would not cast out any part of Itself in order to save the healthy parts, for thi s
Awareness does not exclude anyone from the feast of life .

This Awareness indicates that in order to heal any affliction, the first step i s
to look deeply enough to recognize that there is actually an affliction that needs t o
be healed . This Awareness is having difficulty in getting entities to look closely a t
this affliction, for most would prefer to continue pursuing their own particula r
'hustle ' , their own particular means of bettering themselves in their narrow persca ay .
view of the world, This as likened unto entities on a sinking ship arguing over wh o
gets to drink the last martini, or who gets to sleep in the upper hunk .



This Awareness indicates that those who fear to look at what is happening on thi s

plane at this time are as irresponsible as the man who, being told of a cancerou s

condition in his wife ' s body, simply turns from the doctor and says, "If you can' t

say something nice, don ` t says anything" .

This Awareness indicates there is much good awaiting every entity on this plane ,

including the l ockefel.ler.s and the Rethschi_lds and their associates ; for these are also '-/

children of this Awareness and are loved as deeply as any other child of , .this Awareness ;

hut there are certain. problems, certain illnesses which must be looked at and heale d

before any of these blessings can be enjoyed, and it is premature to even conside r

planning a more beautiful world until the present situation is seen in its reality .

I'his Awareness does not wish to see any more suffering upon this plane, for thi s

Awareness hay watched this dreary tragedy of war, sickness, sorrow, hostility-, loneliness ,

loss, frustration, unbearable egoni_es and tragedies leading unto death and beyond int o

continued re-runs of the same old dreary show, with each new setting, each new generat-

ion ; and this Awareness   time and has grown

weary of the cries of agony, the . tears of sorrow, the wails of the dying ; and this

Awareness comes now to ask that entities live in a new way, with a new script worthy

of the dignity of the children of gods, from whom you. all descended .

Thin Awareness will not prevent entities from continuing to suffer and . to tolerate

the suffering of others if this is your determined will, yet this Awareness 

those who have eves to see, and ears to hear . beyond the . ordinary senses, how this may

he avoided . And. this Awareness suggests that' even those who harm others would prefer -

not to live in that manner, and would prefer to be cast in. a different role or lifestyl e

if only they knew how to make the change from one reality to another „

This Awareness would, if entities were to surrender their own separateness and
personal games, move all entities back to their source as co-creative members of th e
Divine Creator, but can only do so as entities surrender into this Awareness and learn
to respond to the needs of one another .

	

"see

This Awareness asks that you serve one another, for this Awareness needs no service ,

no praise, no glorifying, no sacrifices ; yet there are those upon your plane who d o
need your services and your assistance in understanding how they may help themselves
and heal themselves .

This. Awareness indicates there i_s'a great force moving upon your plane that i s
little understood by entities and may be likened unto a storm in consciousness, blown
in from the psychic sea of the 'Fourth Dimension, that transcends time and s pace and
moves . i_n from ancient times of Atlantis and into the present moment . It is ready to be
calmed, if that is elloz ed by the collective consciousness of entities upon this plane ,
or is ready to reek havoc if that is what it takes to complete its action .

This Awareness indicates this force, this programming, is likened unto a type o f
linear programming that has reached through thousands of years, by which entities wer e
p olarized as programed parts of an incredibly complex and massive computer syste m
called "Civilization" , wherein the script was written thousands of years ago, and hist-
orians of today are only asr" eporters and reviewers of that play, that dramatic epi c
that has played for thousands of years upon this stage called earth ,

How the ProgrammingBoma

This programing which began with that ancient priest-craft in Atlantis, was designe d
to create divisions in consciousness, to create divisions of superior and inferio r
levels of rank and hierarchy . The rank of the priestcraft: hei.n.g programmed in a manne r
to allow them to retain power over the masses as they progress from one generation t o
another, from one incarnation to another . This action, wherein six millian entitie s
were mummified and strategically placed in certain areas of the earth to create a maximu m
of polarity within the earth ' s forces, in an attempt to create that division of conscious-
ness on many levels, in an attempt to create certain wave length and a hierarchy syste m
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of vibrations, in an attempt to create layers upon layers of different vibration s

which could be managed by these priesteraft rulers, in their control and under.standi.n;

of consciousness and power, allowed them to manipulate masses for eons of time upo n

your plane . These were the followers of Baal, and were representative of Rhyce, tha t

force which was the original separateness, and which has more recently been called b y

the name of Lucifer .

These priestc' af:t rulers understood the action of the mind and its structurin g

mechanisms so well, that they not only structured civilizations and societies patterne d

after the mind, but even perfected the mechanisms whereby they could project thes e

patterns down the corridors of time, creating civilizations and events even unto th e

present era .

This Awareness indicates this action which began some sixty thousand years ago ,

reached its height of power about twenty-five thousand years ago and began to lose 
power approximately ten thousand years B .C . after Ra-Ta set about a counter-action, a

counter-force of greater power to reverse the trend toward the previous accumulation s

of power . This occurred at the beginning of the Virgo age as the forces of anti-matte r

began to wane during the approaching dark cycle which has dominated the earth for thes e

east 12 .000 years .

This Awareness indicates the action of Ra-Ta and the builders of the Pyramid an d

Sphinx in ancient Egypt were designed to offer a greater attraction, a greater powe r

than those of theAtlantean priests, and once the seekers of power were caught up i n

the Egyptian power, they were led along a path that brought them not only to power ,

but that enlightenment and realization that power was not'the answer to the craving s

of the appetite . In this action, many followers of Baal., of Lucifer, were brought hack

ir_`to the Law of One,

Haw Ra-Ta (Edgar. Cayce) Opened the Floodgate s

This Awareness indicates that Edgar Cayce, the reincarnated spirit of Ra-Ta," opened
the doors for the flood of consciousness upon this plane, to allow that force to begi n
moving from that Fourth Dimension into this present time . In this . action, the Lucifer ,
the Rhyee, the personification of that first separateness, was given an opportunity t o
tap into this ancient power that began in Egypt, and in so doing, was drawn unwittingl y
into states of Awareness that led back to the Law of One, and this Awareness .

This Awareness indicates that force known as Lucifer is now being drawn out o f
consciousness and moving into Essence . The Head of the Beast, the original separateness ,
has already returned to Essence . Only the organs  body of this remains upon you r
plane, and this must, in time, follow also into the return to Essence .

This Awareness indicates all present attempts to pursue and maintain power an d
control over others are but creating structures that will inevitably be converted int o
systems designed to serve the people rather than to enslave them ; yet, it is a matter
of when this will occur, rather than whether it will occur . It is for this purpose tha t
this Awareness communicates with entities at this time, and it is .for this purpose tha t
entities need to look closely at what is occurring on their plane, for these energie s
are a potential force that may be used for good or ill  this time, even as a wind may
be harnessed for service, or may reek havoc .

This Awareness indicates any good computer programmer can understand the programmin g
system used in Atlantis and Egypt if they are also capable of comprehending the natur e
of psychic forces, and can comprehend the Pyramid and Sphinx as being likened unto th e
pituitary and pineal of the collective consciousness upon this plane, and the mummifie d
corpses may be understood as ' human transmitters, capacitors, transistors or other psycho.
electro-magnetic components .

This Awareness indicates this action created great suffering for many millions o f
entities upon this plane, and that action from Atlantis was initiated for the glory and
the power of the followers of. Baal, the followers of Lucifer, the followers of the mind ,
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ee, e.4 ee en sy : tehls of hierarchy , polarity, manipulation and control .

The Illuminati -- the Dark Force

This Awareness indicates the Illuminati that began in Atlantis, may he seen a s
the Dark Force that sought power through deception, control and manipulation ; and that
Illuminati from the Ra-Ta actions of E g ypt was designed to create a power trap tha t
led to enlightenment and a return to the Law of One ,

This Awareness indicates that these mummies, serving as frozen consciousness ,
holding symbolic patterns and programs in their frozen p syches, allowed th.it: energy ,
those patterns and symbols to be released slowly into consciousness at precise interval s
as their nunnni_fied bodies decayed .

The entity serving as a channel for this message (Paul Shockley) was such a mummifie d
component of that psychic computer system, and carried within his being the symbol o f
an onion, that allowed en opening up,  in such
a manner  awakening would occur at certain times in the appropriate lifetim e
in accordance with the script written and composed in the Land of I`ubia, while Ra-T a
and his associates were in exile there, prior to the construction of the Great Pyrami d
and the Sphinx .

This Awareness indicates the action of the Egyptian Force was designed to speed u p
evolution, by creating intensities and collective power and forces that would brin g
entities together during a dark side of the cycle that began with the Age of Virg o
and ended with the Age of Pisces, a time when entities would ordinarily be driven awa y
from one another by forces of self-concern,created by the greater magnetic waves durin g
this dark cycle . This Awareness indicates the Egyptian action brought entities togethe r
in order to have a greater power in numbers, to create greater unity against the group .
or nation which would oppose them . This led to the formation of civilizations, nation s
and societies .

This Awareness indicates the progranauing of certain images and events, energy  ,
 the release of concepts into consciousness created historical landmarks and cultura l
changes through the subsequent: history of Egypt, Babylonia, Chaldea, Israel and other
nations, and up into the various civilizations of the present time . This was all pre -
written in general outline, likened unto a plot of a play, a story, or ? script . Thi s
Awareness indicates the script, having been prewritten, can continue to be played as i t
was intended by these .forces, wherein the Computer Beast does set up its controls an d
powers over the masses, and wherein entities do suffer through the "Tribulations" as ha s
been    Revelations, and wherein the entities after great suffer-
ing, eventually are freed as the Beast end the follower. of the Beast are moved into
predetermined destruction .

This script may continue and. may occur in this manner if entities do insist i n
having it happen in this manner, due to pro`ranrned attitudes and belief patterns in
their consciousness .

However, this Awareness has come at this time, likened unto a thief in the night ,
and offers that opportunity, that alternative action, that new script, which entitie s
 own, as a rapture and an escape from the greater tribulations tha t
lie ahead on the path of the present programming .

	

4

Rothschilds	 Rockefeliers Unwi.tti.n,	 Victims

This Awareness wishes no ill to come to any entity, does not wish that :. they should
perish, but that all should inherit eternal life, eternal joy, and eternal peace . This
Awareness indicates  Rothschilds and  Rockefel.lers also are but unwitting victims
of the progranmhin g from these ancient script-writers, and are simply playing the role s
that are being forced upon them ,

This Awareness offers entities on this plane an opportunity to change the endin g
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> o f , script, to 4~Iloca all entities to be free e;r theser.~r ancient forces whose crLgi.nato r
are now no longer in control of these forces, and are not even aware of their own inv-
olvement in having started the movement of these force? . This Aware ess indicates th e
forces may be defused, may he stopped, but it is onl.y through the changing of conscious-
ness that this may occur, and consciousness cannot be changed until entities look a t
what is happening from a new viewpoint, a new perspective . .

A Call to Awaked Entities lip on thisPlane

This Awareness wishes co call attention to what is happening on this plane, not in
order to set one force against another, not to condemn nor judge anyone, but to awake n
entities on this plane so that millions need not suffer needlessly .

This Awareness suggests that once the attention is called to the problem of the
money-systems, and the works of the money-changers, it becomes necessary to awake th e
masses to the realization that the Rockefellers and the R .othsc.h.i .l.ds are being controlled
and programmed also and have had little or no choice in their lives, and are being
forced t:o play the roles which they are playing .

This Awareness wishes entities to understand that it is not necessary to continu e
this drama ; that this drama, the entire scene, the entire final act is unnecessary an d
inappropriate and need not climax the play on human life upon this earth .

This Awareness ini :crates that entities need only look totally once at that which
is happening upon this plane, and when this is done completely, wherein there is n o
fear or flinching, wherein enough of consciousness sees clearly what is happening, the n
entities may look away and never again to look at this unworthy scene . Wherein this i s
seen clearly enough, that entities never again will be trapped and seduced by the money -
changers, the old drama may be transcended, and a new drama may begin, which will fre e
entities from economic and hypnotic bondage to the money-changers, and will free the
money-changers from fear and terror of the masses that force them to deceive and t o
seek greater power to avoid confrontation with the masses .

This Awareness indicates that every human face is every other human face, and in
every human face there is seen the need for love, peace, harmony, respect and dignity .
This Awareness wishes to awaken entities to that peace, dignity, respect, love, an d
that life of harmony, whereby each entity looks out for the welfare of each other
entity, and thereby avoiding that tragedy, . sorrow, violence ; and that which has been
called the "Battle of Armageddon" need not occur on the outer plane .

There is	 a Fire Raging in Your. Home

This Awareness indicates there are many entities who do nor wish to he awakened
from their :lumber and their illusion of security to hear of a fire raging in thei r
home, for this is disturbing information . There are many entities who prefer to hear
spiritual messages that soothe, lull, and hypnotize with beautiful words and concepts ,
and sounds, and rituals, and images to adore, and saints and angels to praise an d
glorify ; yet, this Awareness indicates these are but the trappings of spiritual living
and are not the spiritu'il life : they are but the reminders, the garments of the life .
And this Awareness indicates many teachers, priests and spiritual leaders spout fort h
the beautiful words and lulling tones and claim association with those angels and saint s
of old, but are simply selling the trappings of spiritual life to their followers, an d
indeed many of these oven take special. precautions to keep their followers ignoran t
cf certain truths which give these spiritual leaders an advantage over their followers ,

Awareness indicates it is only natural that these so-called ' spiritual leaders `
would object to messages from this Awareness which might threaten the 'hustle' they
have going for themselves .

This Awareness suggests many of the churches, religious organi .zat .ions and groups
promoting spiritual teachings are spouting the proaer words that appeal to the seeke r
of truth, yet are leading their followers down thet:rail., following "the Beast towar d
the Bottomless Pit, all because they, themselves, are out- to make a buck or two on the
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wave of spiritual energy that is blowing across this earth . These entities and their

followers, who trail obediently behind the Beast and its commands, shall find tha t

indeed they have reaped the whirlwind .

Believe Not_hin

	

uut.Open Your.fire :

	

This Awareness ask ; entities net

	

elieve anything, rut to look carefully a t

everything, and to discern carefully what appears to be, yet to make up their mind s

about nothing, but to continue to search, to remcin open to discovery, to remain in

that state of " ;: don't know" ; for in that state, you cannot he closed to furthe r
learning, and you will remain open to discovery without pre-Judging anything .

This Awareness indicates there are many truths found in any of the spiritua l

teachings and groups, and these may he-likened unto pearls of great price, 'yet thi s

Awareness indicates it takes more than beautiful words and flowers to awake -a weddin g

and marriage that is lasting, healthy and fulfilling ; and it takes more than ritual ,

beautiful word .. names of deities and saints, advice, and soft lulling tones-to - lead '

to spiritual understanding and expression .

This Awareness indicates there is also a need to see the tragedy, the suffering ,

the sorrow that exists upon this plane, and to look so deeply at this that the feelin g

of compassion becomes so unbearable, so overwhelmingly painful, that its very urgenc y

hecomes the motivation that moves you into action which can reconcile the polaritie s

that cause such suffering .

This Awareness indicates that . in looking at a stereotyped ideal of what a spiritua l

life should be, i.s but a form cf escape from reality, and has never yet been instrument -

al in helping to relieve the suffering on this plane, . and in fact has led entities t o

battle and to Icll over such ideals .

This Awareness indicates that to heal another, one . must look carefully at the

illness, and then. begin to raise the vibrations from that which is, t o ., that which i s

imaged as desirable in the next moment . And step by step, moment by moment, image b y

image, the situation, the vi.?-.'ration of the situation, can be raised . This must star t

from what is, not from what should -be, or what --could be nice to observe .

in dealing with illness of power within individuals, cr in the earth, the need i s
to look clearly at what is, then to start raising the vibration from there . Entities
have it within their power to change the world, to change the course of events, an d
to bring a heaven to earth . The future is never fixed, and becomes changed as conscious-
ness changes .

This :'awareness wishes entities to understand consciousness can only change whe n
entities no longer judge themselves or others, when entities no longer seek to b e
higher or further out, greater or more powerful than another, or than themselves . .
When entitie s can accept themselves as they are, . then they can. move on to other w ays
of being . 7Oa this Awareness is not concerned with whether entities are materialistic ,
spiritual, right or wrong, higher or lower, ascended or descended, but whether entitie s
love one another and whether entities love themselves, and are responsive to the need s

of one another .

This Awareness asks not for sacrifice, but for service . This Awareness asks not :
fo:• praise, but for ser_veee and love toward your fellow creatures . For this Acaaranes s
needs not eervi.ce, nor does it need sacrifice or praise, but needs only to experienc e
n rest and relief from watching this dreary tragedy on your plane, as the world turn s
round and around and around .

ED'S NOTE'a Readers are requested to read the Akashic Record, the outline of the tln1ifle d
States of Awareness, the government of the New Age, and participate in this actio n

which. will end this ancient- p'la , before the final tot need occur .
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